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Deer Sir

Although the deadline for submission of written acmets on the 
Proposed Reactcr Site Criteria (lo CFn, Part 3.o) has passed, 
it Is hoped that the following cements will still be considered 
In your review of this matter. The views here presented are the 
result of extensive discussions mun representatives of the many 
State agencies in California that are concerned with the problems 
created Inechoosing sites for nuclear reactors.  

Our consensus agrees fully with the point of view expressed In 
the Proposed Vuide, that Judgment must remain more i•portant than 
firs criteria In determining the suitability of a reactor site.  
The effort to establish acme criteria for the guidance of applicants 
for construction permits is nevertheless regaW as very much 
worthwhile.  

With respect to the formt of this documeut, it in felt that 
ppendix A tends to confuse or mislead the reader. Too much 

firmaes has been assigined to the figures tabulated in Paragraph 2 
of that Appendix in the minds, not only of the general public, 
but also of many who should be more &uaae of the limitations of 
these values. Some specific criticisms of the text of the 
Proposed gudes, as published in the form of an attachment to 
Press Role"e D-38, are tabulated below: 

"Statement of Cons iderations," fourth paM):h. Part 
these are to be Ibasic objectives stomhng more restrictive 
than the statement in (b) seem to be required. To say that the 
number killed should not be catartrophic suggests the possibitty 
of tens of thousands of deaths, or possibly hizxdreds of thcusAds.  
As a basic objective, "the ==ber of people seriously injured or 
killed should. not be large" sees r appropriate.  
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Sect;ion 3 911ae± dta t the definxtitios of regicms 
*~ ~ i ofj additia be t ke .pt sparate frcm a discussion 

O defined.. Iformatio thatee of ea to the respective areas 
def ued ý M fi st mte ce f e ch of the mse ubpaIrggep) aper tob altetI eqim for defiziticum the remainder 

3h line 7,v after "vaterwayr, We sugest; umering"an tocontrol contudmum of waterways u~sed as dme~sti, VWter Sitpp1es Of emmi~tie.." At the end of this paragrph,- we would WAshget adding, #"2he epprqWIate ll1itationsv, * if the ares, to to be used f or the produftio of food. products 
(e-g.,* agriculture Or fishing), should include periodic de'tezuina,tious of radioactive caxtent of such food. products.' 

Secion- 00. Lb.-In d~iscussi~ng the con~ioncxs thst epply to the M pwlati Zoe, Iusticu forecasts for the cpeating lifetime of the reawtor (possibly 20 to 40 years) gou~ld be ecowidreds, evetthcugh of douabtfugvlidity1 in noW cases (especi&Wl where the Predicitlicm of continued. low popla~tion IS 3msde)j also, the predictions of future power genersting 
Moqirwmmts at the saws sit* should be taken into account.  MA eMfOrCAMat Of acntinued l.ow popatica densty by action * ~~of a --erU!,ta ageny, presuimbly in the fore of zoning 

regulations, should. be Urged..  

SecionIM.3 e) Tis tame seems virtually mmnun' ssp slince thebowla7 ofa Populated center" is almost neve shMi. acme ofter cviterion seemas reqaied. Pexapg this definition should * ~be related. to that of 'Im pouLation saw" by defining this 
eoncqt 1 terms of a region wheoe "there is not & reansonable probabliUty of APprcpriate* Protective veasuvei and. hence the * un=Protected. doe Mist be acce2ptable.- (Sse further discussion 
Undoe Section 10041 (a) (3) )MWcritical question Is hkm nov people aer In the scm, of intanse exposzre, sad, the answer dopenft on dansitywveruus~dist relation in a limited sector'.  Th angula width of such sector to consider is soewba~t arbitrax7y, 
since the effect of wind velaclty and consatnoy of direction at * ~the thee of an tccident will. dotezzine the behavior of airborne * meaterialo, but the British choice of 10 degrines seem acceptable.  

Secio U 10 a) Mu detail as to how "use chrceities$$ 
affet ta chiceof site would be helpfulj e.g.,* the prcoihity of uses that &ight daug the reactor my be as inportaxt as uses that dead to Increase the resultant dampg if the reactor fails.  The proximity of airports, flsobles and explsives istorage are 

exrles of the fomer.
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Section 100.10 (b) (i.): Mt see= proper to consider the locationi 
of p proposed site relitive to earthquake faults, bu the exact 
distance is not a useful guide, since the surface location of the 
faults in not knou precisely and the effect depends upon the kind 
of soil, the foundation, and the engineering desiga.  

Section 100.10 (b)_(ii): It would be helpful to recite those 
conditions that should be considered (e.g., the frequency of vind 
directimo. and velocities and of tewperature Inversions) and vhat 
enmditions am considered favramble and unfavorable.  

Section 100.10 (b) (iii): The discussion should not restricted 
to "liquid effluents," stone gases my be even more Iortat in 
some cases. Some facillties., of course. mVa have no liquid effluent, 
as in the case of a gas-cooled reactor. 7he paresaph which 
follows (uhparaah (iii) might be better placed at the beginning 
of Section 200.10j, since it applies to all the subpa'agrcvhs of 
that section. It Is ou view that it would be desirable to draw 
special attention to the iportance of Ider o 1ocation of 
reactors as coapensation for the proximity of populated areas.  

Section 100.11 (a).. e ocfuslon with respect to the significance 
of Appendix "A starts here, with th reference to "fission product 
release .... as i1lustrated In Appendix $A*". 2be tex st to 
suggest the seaning, "the som as"j and it is to be noted that 
these distaces have Indeed been cited in trade and technical 
journas as vei as in wnspaVers as thcug they had autboritative 
final Ity.  

Section 100.11 (a) (3): TMeme ciats supplant those made above 
with respect to the concept of a population center distane. M 
discussion presented In this uubparea h makes It necessary to 
consider the characteristies of a r4egin lying between the outer 
boumdary of the "lo population zae" and the "nearest boundar of 
a dengely popu•ted center." No conditions pertaining to this 
region ame discussed, even though it my be several miles In radial 
extent (one-third of the radius to the outer bound•rY of the low 
population zoem). The statement that "due COnsideratio sahuld be 
given to the population distribution within th populatin center" 
Gives no clu, as to the characteristics of any distribution that 
wae deered favorable or unfavorable. ftr ezmx lep is it better 
if the populaton is distributed uniformly, or in a maccessiOU of 
deose pockets spaced widely 

•""! The text and foxmilas as reProduced In this version 
oguides show typographical inawcuracies with detract 
seriously frw its value. 3n general , it Is felt that the aWendix 
would be much nra useful If pInstead of reciting one ex=Ple, it 
enu=rated factors lbo be considered in the calcuati.. of the

CO ,
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defined distances and acceptable methods of establishing the 
asw ,ticis and pbysical values (theoretica or experimental) 
that are used in the calnulatio. he more workin •rt of one 
specific case is what contributes largly to the ecafneicn.  

n!ph 1.&: Me2re appeare to be the iVlIcatica that the 
assvtims •efein are universally acceptable. Is this the 
intended meaning? In any event, the question arises as to how 
these assumptions axe derived. .Clarificatica of these points 
woulA be helpful.  

E mh I.b: It is believed that this would almost never be a 
valid tion. Cn what basis is this asmuption founded? 

l ah 1-e: The use of Sutton's fomala is believed to be 
inappropriate in may cases, e.g.,, for hilly terain. Instead of 
working out a single examile with this foLm.da, it would be more 
helpful to indicate a range of formlas found acceptable and the 
conditims in which they Qply.  

Mj•agL -h: Again theme in the implicatica that the tabulated 
values are intended for use In all caes; yet this interpretation 
is surely not vami.  

S1.1: With such widely varying factors as breathing rate 
iavolved in the calculaUtion, carrying out the results o three 
significant figwres gives & misleading inpression of precision.  
As previausly indicated, it would be mon helpful to suggest the 
range of acceptable assumptions for such factors as breaithin 
rate, etc.  

Phahg i 2: Eare, also, the use of three sig•ificant figures 
gives a md impre"Un of precisicn.  

We shall follow with geat interest the development of these 
regulati ,s, and trust that we shall bave opportunity to acmeht 
oany prO osed modifications.  

Sincerely, 

/a/ Alexander Oreadon 

Alexander Grendca 
Coordinator 

Via Air Mail
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